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Training Front Office Staff: 

Handling Difficult and Disruptive 

Behaviors

Bitsy Cohn

Cohn Solutions Group, LLC

bitsycohn@gmail.com

Today you can expect to learn 

about:
✓ The common types of negative interactions we 

routinely experience while working in higher 
education.

✓ The underlying issues that often fuel negative 
interactions in the college environment & how to 
recognize them.

✓ Techniques to diffuse & redirect negative reactions 
so you can get to a solution.

✓ “Instant” responses for when words fail you.

Who are our customers?

Students

Parents

Spouses

Other family members or friends

Faculty

Let’s Chat

Do you think people are getting worse 

when it comes to coping with their 

frustrations? 

Who are your most difficult customers? 

Is there a time of year when they are more 

difficult than others?

What exactly is a “difficult” interaction?

dif·fi·cult (dĭf′ĭ-kŭlt′, -kəlt)adj.

1. Hard to do or accomplish; demanding considerable effort or 
skill

2. Hard to endure 

3. Hard to comprehend or solve 

4. Hard to please, satisfy, or manage

5. Hard to persuade or convince

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/difficult

Common Catalysts

Financial Aid 

•Access to “my money”

•Documentation

•“The government”

Cashiers

•Poor planning

•Sustenance

Instruction

• Accountability

• Entitlement

• Self advocacy

Administration

• Litigation

• Discipline

• Rights & responsibilities

Advising

• Self efficacy

• Mental health
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Underlying Issues

Fear rules!
▪ Something I have will be taken away

▪ I won’t get something I want

▪ I will be judged

Dysfunctional coping strategies

Manipulation vs. negotiation

Entitlement

Learned helplessness

So how do you handle these 

people?

Show through 

your body 

language & 

encouraging 

verbal signals 

that you are 

being attentive

Listen

“What I heard 

you say is…”

“Am I 

understanding 

you correctly?”

Reflect

Let the 

customer 

know what 

you will do 

about solving 

the problem

Respond

Assumptions about this technique:

The customer 

remains 

reasonable & 

rational

There IS a 

solution to the 

problem & you 

know what it is

You have some 

responsibility for 

the 

circumstance & 

the power to 

change it

The customer is 

reasonable & 

rational (bears 

repeating)

Less frequent but more impactful:

Customer is 

angry, irrational, 

unreasonable, 

abusive &/or 

overly emotional

You know what 

the solution is 

but you also 

know the 

customer isn’t 

going to like it

You know what 

the solution is 

but you have no 

power to make 

it happen

There isn’t a 

solution & the 

customer is 

going to have to 

accept the 

current outcome

Two kinds of responses

Sudden, 
negative, 
personal

The 
Broadside

Inappropriate 
public 
displays, 
“over the top”

The 
Meltdown

The Broadside

“You don’t know how 
to do your job!”

Personal 
statements 
to deflect 

blame

“I want to talk to 
your supervisor!” Implied 

threat

“I want you to give me 
my money back 

right now!”
Unreasonable 

demands

Customer escalates an exchange to include:
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The Meltdown

Customer exhibits emotional responses that are well 

outside what might be warranted by the situation. 

Sobbing, yelling, blaming, enlisting the aid of 

bystanders, seemingly losing touch with their 

surroundings.

The need to diffuse the situation overshadows the 

original issue.

What just happened?!

When we are broadsided or witnessing inappropriate 
behavior, some things happen: 

✓We are shocked silent

✓We are unable to come up with a reasonable response

✓We feel personally harmed or angry

✓An internal battle precedes the formation of a reasonable 

response

✓We respond defensively or we don’t respond at all for fear of 

making the situation worse

✓Everyone loses

How do you recover the situation? 

One, two, three don’t yell at me!
•If you’ve been broadsided, literally take three. Three 
seconds/breaths/steps back to try to regain your 
composure.

Remember this feels personal but it isn’t about 
you.

When you witness a meltdown:
•Resist the urge to join in the drama. This is 
an over-reaction, not an emergency.

•Reduce the opportunity for escalation.

In both situations, resist the urge to feed the 
negative.

The Medium Matters

In Person 
Interactions

Body language

Tone & cadence

Phone Tone & cadence

Vocalizations

Avoiding: Hold = Explode

Email Word choice

Length

Format

Opportunities for misinterpretation

Diffuse & Redirect

Start to solve this problem by: 

▪ Breaking the “spell”

▪ Moving the action

▪ Seeking support

▪ Buying time

Have your go-to phrases at hand to start moving 

to a positive outcome.
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Customer Service Responses

Would you rather be right or 

happy? 

When a customer tries to share blame for their own 

mistakes, proving them wrong or telling them what 

they should have done will not help the situation.

“I wasn’t late! I called your office five times before the 

deadline & nobody would talk to me!”

“Did you leave a message?”

“That must be very frustrating. How can I help you 

now?”

You are denying me my rights!

When a family member wants you to give them non-
directory student information because they pay the 
student’s tuition.

“Actually, you don’t have a right to any of that 
information. But you SHOULD talk to your student 
about her grades – they’re awful!”

“I CAN tell you certain general information about 
your student. Perhaps she can sign a release here 
in the Records office to give me permission to tell 
you the rest?”

You people need to pay attention!

Student: I can’t register for my classes. It says the system is 

down. You need to call someone to get that fixed! You people 

ALWAYS do this to me!

“Thanks, I didn’t hear that feedback from the first 1000 

people who told me. And yes, we waited for YOU to log on 

and then flipped the switch. It makes us happy.”

“Thanks for bringing that to my attention. We’ve got 

our IT folks working on it right now. If you check back 

into the system in a half hour it should be back up.”

Don’t ask ME!

A student enters the Assessment Center & loudly 
insists that someone help her figure out which English 
class she’s supposed to take for a nursing major & NO 
she will not lower her voice or step outside while you 
talk.

“Listen, Princess!”

“I’d be happy to direct you to the people who can 
help you with that.”

The answer is going to be no & you’re 

not going to like it

The husband of a student comes to your window demanding a 

refund for a course his wife took. He says the instructor was 

really bad & his wife decided to stop going. She shouldn’t have 

to drop or withdraw because the institution is at fault. He wants 

to know what the policy is for protecting students from your 

hiring mistakes.

“I know what you mean about that instructor. He’s 

awful. I’d like a refund for that class myself.”

“That’s a good question. Let me get the right person 

to help you with that.”
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There, there…

The student is sitting in your office sobbing, insisting that 
you file a grade appeal on her behalf because she’s too 
upset to do it. And besides, that teacher hates her. And so 
does her family. And she ran out of gas on the way here. 
And she’s thinking about breaking up with her boyfriend 
because he’s mean to her and you’re all the same.  

“Of course I’ll do that for you! Would you like me to go 
to your other classes for you today too?”

“If you run into any problems, please come back to 
me and I will help.”

Did you plug it in? 

A faculty member has missed the deadline for entering 
grades, again. You send a reminder & they tell you that 
your student management system is messed up & 
keeps erasing their work. Besides, you aren’t very 
helpful & they don’t appreciate your tone. 

“I’m sorry. Maybe the instructions have changed since 
the last five times I explained them to you?”

“The system can be very confusing. Let me do it 
with you to see if we can solve the problem.”

If wishes were horses…

A student is facing a discipline hearing for bullying another 
student & has just realized he’s actually going to be held 
accountable. His meltdown is epic, including crying, 
blaming, shaming, appeals to your better nature, cries for 
help from the crowd & a declaration of hopelessness that 
can be heard down the hall.

“Dude! Get a grip!”

“I can see you are a sincere person & you need some 
help in getting past this mistake. Let’s get you over 
to the Counseling office to see about that workshop 
on anger management, okay?”

I know you are but what am I?

A school district partner insists he asked to be copied on 
any email you send to his staff & has now accused you of 
undermining his authority. You know he never made the 
request but how do you prove it? He makes a comment 
about your memory & how many balls you are juggling, 
implying you’re not doing your job. He then asks if you 
need him to make the request in writing so you won’t 
“forget” again. 

[You smile & nod your assent while you imagine him 
adrift at sea, all by himself with no food & a hole in his 
boat.]

“We seem to have a misunderstanding.”

Oops, our bad!

A student is standing at the Admissions & Records window 
yelling at the student worker on duty. He says that he went 
to class this morning & was told he wasn’t registered. When 
he checked his records he found that he’d been dropped 
from all of his classes for non-payment despite the fact that 
his record also shows he paid well in advance of the 
deadline. He’s now also found out that his classes are full & 
he can’t get back into them. 

[SILENCE] 

“I apologize.”

Now what?

• Pick the phrase that you remember best

• Learn one or two more

• Remember: it may be aimed at you but it’s not 
about you

• Even if you can’t solve the problem, you CAN 
recover the situation

• Talk to your supervisors/peers about your 
institution’s definition of abuse & the policies in 
place to protect you
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